where the dimension [the number of quantitative trait loci (QTL)] is not fixed, it can sometimes be hard to (the Poisson prior ratio) establish the correct form of the acceptance ratio for the proposals that are made. Therefore, as a safety pre-
caution, the correct performance of the sampler should be checked also (under the prior model) without data.
(the proposal probability ratio of selecting a particular QTL We recently learned that Patrick Gaffney (Gaffney 2001) in his Ph.D. thesis had made essentially the same for a delete step and selecting a QTL for an add step) observation as Jannink and Fernando, correcting our ϫ 1 mistake in Sillanpää and Arjas (1998). Somewhat earlier Vogl and Xu (2000) had expressed similar kinds of (the ratio of two uniform proposal densities) thoughts. As Gaffney (2001) explained, the acceptance (p. 1387) was wrong since the proposal probability of selectratio given in our article would correspond to an analying a QTL for an "add" step should be 1/(N (tϪ1) qtl ϩ 1) sis, where an accelerated truncated Poisson prior (with instead of 1. This is the probability of selecting the coordia square term in the denominator) was assumed for the nate (in the unordered parameterization) that contains number of QTL, instead of an "ordinary" truncated the parameters of the new QTL among the (N (tϪ1) qtl ϩ 1) Poisson distribution as stated in the article. The former possibilities. This contribution cancels against the contridistribution gives bigger prior weights to smaller numbution from selecting a particular QTL in a "delete" step. bers of QTL and smaller weights to larger numbers. In
The acceptance ratio will naturally have the same expresour view the published analyses, where the authors have sion as was established (in our view, for ordered QTL) by used the same acceptance ratio as in Sillanpää and Arjas Jannink and Fernando (2004) . (1998), should be interpreted as corresponding to an accelerated truncated Poisson prior distribution, rather than saying that they should be completely omitted, which LITERATURE CITED was the view expressed by Jannink and Fernando. 
